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A B S T R A C T

High Performance (HP) battery electric vehicle (BEV) and racing applications represent significantly
different use cases than those associated with conventional consumer vehicles and road driving. The
differences between HP use cases and the duty-cycles embodied within established battery test
standards will lead to unrepresentative estimates for battery life and performance within a HP
application. A strategic requirement exists to define a methodology that may be used to create a
representative HP duty-cycle. Within this paper two methods HP duty-cycle design are evaluated and
validated. Extensive simulation results into the electrical performance and heat generation within the
battery highlight that the new HP duty-cycles provide a more representative duty-cycle compared to
traditional battery test standards. The ability to more accurately predict the performance requirements
for the battery system within this emerging and strategically important BEV sector will support a range of
engineering functions. In addition, the ability to more accurately define the use-case for a HP-BEV will
underpin ongoing experimentation and mathematical modelling to quantify the associated cell ageing
and degradation that may occur within HP vehicle applications.
© 2017 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. This is an open access article under the CC BY license

(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
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1. Introduction

High Performance (HP) battery electric vehicles (BEV) and
electric vehicle (EV) racing applications represent significantly
different use cases than those associated with conventional
consumer EVs and road driving. Such HP-BEVs are typically driven
to the performance limits of the vehicle or the capabilities of the
driver. Asus et al. [1,2] conducted extensive tests on a series hybrid
racing car to develop a detailed mathematical model of the vehicle
Abbreviations: BEV, battery electric vehicle; CDF, cumulative distribution
function; C-rate, current rate; DOD, depth of discharge; DST, Dynamic Stress Test;
eCDF, empirical cumulative distribution function; ECM, equivalent circuit model;
EV, electric vehicle; FFT, fast fourier transform; FTP-75, federal testing procedure;
HP, high-performance; HP-BEV, high-performance battery electric vehicle; HP-
MSC, high-performance multisine cycle; HP-RPC, high-performance random pulse
cycle; iCDF, inverse cumulative distribution function; IECC, IEC 62660-1 cycle life
test profile A; LFP, lithium-iron-phosphate; LIB, lithium ion battery; MSC, multisine
cycle; OEM, original equipment manufacturer.
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that characterised its dynamic behaviour and could underpin
drive-cycle prediction. The authors present experimental data,
including driver pedal input and system power demands, for the
vehicle being driven on the Magny-Cours racing circuit in France.
Their analysis highlight significant proportions of time spent at
peak demand (full-throttle), in addition to rapid transitions from
vehicle acceleration and braking. For a BEV, such a usage profile
would translate to extended periods of time when the battery
system is under full electrical load for charging or discharging.

By comparing the data presented within [1,2] with that found in
studies into urban driving, e.g. [3,4] one of the unique measures of
HP driving is not just the high amplitude power demands placed on
the vehicle’s powertrain, but also the relative time that the vehicle
spends at peak-power. In contrast, peak power demand in urban
driving is rare, of short duration and interspaced with extended
periods of low demand. For HP applications, a complete energy
discharge of the battery pack may occur within less than a single
hour. Conversely, with a conventional EV it may take many hours or
even days to deplete the energy content of the battery pack [5].

International standards and best-practice guides exist that
address the performance evaluation requirements for EV lithium
ion battery (LIB) systems. Each standard addresses different
requirements for performance, robustness and safety and how
le under the CC BY license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
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testing should be undertaken at either a cell (i.e. IEC 62660-1 [6]),
module (i.e. ISO 12405-2 [7]) or system level (i.e. Department of
Energy battery test manual for electric vehicles [8]). Within [8] the
Dynamic Stress Test (DST) is a simplified version of the electrical
loading associated with a EV traversing the Federal Testing
Procedure (FTP-75) drive-cycle [9]. The ISO and IEC standards
contain comparable duty-cycles that are often employed by vehicle
original equipment manufacturers (OEMs) and system suppliers
for component selection and battery system evaluation. However,
as reported within [10,11], the underpinning drive-cycles that are
used as the basis for the design of the battery load-profile are
known to be unrepresentative of a number of different vehicle
types, driving styles and environmental conditions. The authors
assert that the differences between HP and standardised duty-
cycle profiles are likely to influence performance requirements of
the battery systems and the rate of degradation that may occur
within the cells that comprise the HP vehicle battery system.

Although the causality between cell degradation and the
external environment and electrical load is known to vary
considerably between different cell types, chemistries and form
factors, there is a range of common ageing mechanisms that
underpin many degradation modes for a variety of LIB chemistries.
The topic of LIB degradation and associated ageing mechanisms is
the subject of considerable academic and industrial research [12–
16] and therefore a full explanation will not be repeated. For
completeness, Table 1 summarises those key ageing factors that
are most pertinent to this study. Given the increased intensity of
ageing mechanisms such as electrical current and cell operating
temperature associated with HP driving or EV racing, it is expected
that the performance requirements and degradation profile of
batteries employed within HP applications may not correspond
well with experimental results from standardised tests and from
existing research that is focussed on consumer BEVs and urban
driving.

To progress the research into better understanding the
performance requirements and cell degradation models associated
with HP-BEV use, the first strategic requirement is to define a
methodology that may be used to define a representative duty-
cycle that, in turn, can be used to underpin subsequent
experimentation and mathematical modelling.

This paper is structured as follows. Section 2 presents two
methods of duty-cycle design. The first, extends the traditional
process employed for drive-cycle construction within the time
domain. The second exploits recent innovations in battery test case
design within the frequency domain. Within Sections 3 and 4 the
new duty-cycles are evaluated through three case studies that
firstly compare the new HP duty-cycles against the battery power
demand for a real-world race-circuit. Secondly, results are
Table 1
Duty-cycle conditions and resulting degradation pathways.

Cause/Aggravating
factor

Affects Causes 

High Current Anode Lithium plating during charging, especially at high s
growth at locations where lithium metal is expose
Volume changes resulting in contact loss of active m
electrolyte and subsequently further SEI growth

Cathode Volume changes, and tensile and compressive stres
High Temperature Anode Decomposition of electrolyte resulting in gassing a

Increased rate of parasitic side reactions which inc
Decomposition of binder causing mechanical insta

Cathode Decomposition of electrolyte resulting in gassing 

Increase in phase changes in active material 

Dissolution of transition metal which may result in
High Depth of
Discharge (DOD)

Anode Volume changes causing mechanical stresses and p
Cathode Volume changes causing mechanical stresses 

Crystal structure disorder causing particle cracking
presented that quantify the differences in performance require-
ments for the battery based on HP duty-cycles compared to
traditional test standards. Finally, results from a thermal modelling
simulation are reported that highlight the level of heat generation
within the battery under HP-BEV applications and compares this to
that predicted using established battery test methods. Conclusions
from this research are presented in Section 5.

2. Methods for duty-cycle development

One existing area of research engaged in the development of
testing profiles that preserve traits in the source data is that of
driving cycle design. The underlying principle of driving cycle
construction is to develop a cycle whose properties match specific
criteria extracted from a database. As such, the methods explored
in this field lend themselves to the construction of HP duty-cycles.

Another approach to duty-cycle design is to construct the HP
duty-cycle based on a desired amplitude spectrum and inverse
cumulative distribution function (iCDF) [24]. The amplitude
spectrum of a duty-cycle is its representation in the frequency
domain and thus contains information of the amplitudes and
frequencies that the battery would be subject to. The iCDF is the
mathematical representation of a cumulative histogram and
describes how much time is spent within each amplitude range.
Recent publications by Widanage et al. have shown that the
consideration of target amplitude spectra during characterization
tests can positively affect the representativeness of testing
procedures [25,26], while concurrently reducing the time required
to undertake the experimental evaluation. This research describes
a method for superimposing the Pulse Power Current (PPC) test
profile as described in the IEC 62660-1 standard [6] with a
multisine signal. The result is a charge sustaining test-profile called
a pulse-multisine which approximates the amplitude spectrum of
a duty-cycle derived from a driving cycle. Within [26], the pulse-
multisine was successfully employed to characterise a number of
different cell-types and provide the necessary dataset to param-
eterise an equivalent circuit model (ECM) representation of the
cells. The research highlights that the validation accuracy of the
ECM improved when estimated with the pulse-multisine as
compared to characterisation tests undertaken in accordance with
established methods in [6]. The improved accuracy was attributed
to the ability of the pulse multisine to better emulate the frequency
bandwidth and amplitude of the electrical loading experienced by
the battery system throughout the target drive-cycle. A similar
improvement in HP degradation and modelling is therefore
expected by designing a HP duty cycle with the appropriate
frequency bandwidth and histogram that represent a HP duty cycle
database.
Ref

tate of charge (SOC) and subsequent solid-electrolyte interface (SEI)
d to electrolyte

[13,17,18]

aterial particles and particle cracking, exposing fresh graphite to the [13,17]

ses causing particle cracking [19,20]
nd further SEI growth [13,16,17,21]
ludes SEI growth [13]
bility [13]

[17,22,23]
[17]

 material phase change, and its re-deposition on anode [13,16,17,19]
article cracking with subsequent SEI growth [13]

[13,17]
 [17]



Table 2
Vehicle model parameters.

Parameter Value

Vehicle body Rigid body
Vehicle mass 1564 kg
Combined motor power 300 kW
Combined motor torque 850 Nm
Height of center of gravity 0.5 m
Wheelbase 2.67 m
Drag coefficient 0.3
Effective frontal area 2.0 m
Gearing ratio 1st gear 1.4: 1
Gearing ratio 2nd gear 0.45: 1
Final drive gear ratio 5.8: 1
Tire rolling resistance krr 0.01
Tire friction coefficient mr 1
Tire radius r 0.27 m
Axle power split 50�50
0–100 km/h 3.8 s
0–200 km/h 12.4 s
Top speed (km/h) 300 km/h
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The following sub-sections discuss, in greater detail, the
creation of a database that defines a range of HP duty-cycles that
are deemed to be representative of the real-world use of this form
of niche BEV. Based on this database, the two methods of duty-
cycle creation, a HP Random Pulse Cycle and a HP Multisine Cycle,
are further explained and evaluated.

2.1. Duty-cycle database

To quantify the target criteria that will underpin the design of
both duty-cycles, a database of representative real-world HP duty-
cycles is required from which key performance measures can be
extracted. Ideally, this data-set would comprise actual vehicle data
recorded over a range of different race circuits. However, due to
obvious financial and logistical challenges associated with
obtaining this data, it was decided to employ the commercially
available simulation software IPG CarMaker to simulate the race
circuits, the HP-BEV and the driver to generate the required data.
The fundamental process employed is similar to that presented
within [27]. It is beyond the scope of this paper to present the full
derivation and validation of the mathematical models that
comprise the race circuits, the HP-BEV and Driver. This information
is published within [28–30] and will therefore not be repeated.
However, for completeness, a summary of the pertinent aspects of
the methodology are provided.

A total of eleven internationally recognised race circuits were
modelled as part of creating the database using the same process as
described within [27].

The vehicle model employed within this work is based on the
Audi R8 demonstration vehicle that is made available within the
IPG CarMaker software. Key vehicle subsystems such as the
suspension, hydraulic brakes steering and tire models were
unchanged. Rolling resistance on an individual wheel is calculated
within the simulation suite as a torque acting along the wheel spin
axis, according to Eq. (1), where TRR is the tire rolling resistance
Torque, N is the normal Force at the tyre contact point, krr is the
coefficient of rolling resistance r is the radius of the loaded wheel, v
is the velocity of the tire belt at the tire-road contact point.

TRR ¼ �jN � krrj � r � sgn vð Þ ð1Þ

sgn ðvÞ ¼ 1; 0; �1; f or v > 0; v ¼ 0; v < 0 ð2Þ
The longitudinal drag coefficient was increased from 0.2 to 0.3.

This was to ensure that the value was more representative of
realistic values [31]. The powertrain model of the demonstration
vehicle was replaced with a representative HP-BEV drivetrain,
comprising two electrical machines, each mechanically coupled
through an automated gearbox with two gears and differential to
the front and rear axles respectively. Energy efficiency maps for
both, acceleration and regenerative braking for the machine-
inverter assemblies were based on real-world test data from
commercially available systems. Energy efficiency, defined as the
ratio of shaft power to the electrical input power of the inverter
was quantified as a function of machine speed and torque. A
sequential regenerative braking strategy was implemented, where
mechanical brakes are only in use for braking torques which
exceed the electric motors’ capability. The complete set of model
parameters for the HP-BEV are provided in Table 2.

For Driver parameterisation, a racing-circuit driving simulation
procedure was executed and the driver aggressiveness (tuneable
with respect to both, lateral and longitudinal dynamics) was
optimised within the constraints of vehicle adhesion to iteratively
improve lap times over each circuit. The final driver settings were
subsequently employed for all simulations. Each simulation lasted
1800s to ensure the recorded power demand profile contains the
profile for at least one complete lap without a start from standstill
for each racing-circuit.

Table 3 provides, for each race-circuit, a summary of actual vs
simulated racing-circuit distance, the associated percentage error
in racing-circuit length, the average speed, average of the absolute
power, average discharge power after considering regenerative
braking, rms power, and peak power when modelled within the
CarMaker software.

The peak power demand for each driving scenario is limited by
the vehicle capability, reaching a maximum of 300 kW. An example
of the vehicle velocity as a function of the driving path as recorded
from the simulation for the Silverstone race-circuit is shown in
Fig. 1. The corresponding battery pack power demand is shown in
Fig. 2a. As expected the vehicle reaches peak velocity on straight
stretches of road, and slows down for cornering.

The number and individual periods for each racing-circuit are
determined using an unbiased auto-correlation as defined in [32],
a step illustrated in Fig. 2b. A duty-cycle for a specific racing-circuit
is then approximated as the normalised profile of an average (over
the periods) lap (R tð Þ) (Fig. 2c).

Normalisation of the power demand profiles with Eq. (3) allows
decoupling the power demand profile from battery parameters
with the resulting profiles containing values between �100% and
100%. PNorm is the normalised power, PCycle is the power demand
profile resulting from the simulation, and max PSystem

� �
is the peak

power that the system can supply to the electric machines. The
resulting profiles, although dimensionless, are still fully dependent
on the specific properties of the vehicle and driver models, and
race-circuit selection. As such, the normalized profiles relay
information about their intensity as a function of the system’s
peak capability, without eliminating crucial information about
differences between individual duty-cycles.

PNorm ¼ PCycle

max PSystem
� � ð3Þ

This processing step also allows direct comparison with the battery
testing profiles in ISO 12405-2, IEC 62620-1 and Battery Test
Manual [6–8]. Visual inspection of Fig. 2c and d reveals large
differences between a HP application duty-cycle and the cycle life
testing profile A as found in the IEC 62660-1 standard, namely the
frequency of changes between charging and discharging, time
spent at high charging and discharging levels, level of charging and



Table 3
Racing-circuit model and simulation result overview.

Racing-circuit Model length
(km)

Official length
(km)

Delta
(%)

Average speed
(m/s)

Average absolute
Power (kW)

Average Power
(kW)

RMS Power
(kW)

Peak discharge power
(kW)

Dunsfold Park (Top Gear) 2.852 2.818 1.22 33.05 137.8 55.8 167.3 300
Anglesey International Circuit 3.294 3.381 �2.57 29.02 118.4 43.6 148.1 300
Goodwood Full Circuit 3.853 3.832 0.55 42.44 153.0 77.5 186.4 300
Brands Hatch Grand Prix
Circuit

3.908 3.917 �0.23 33.96 135.9 53.2 166.3 300

Magny Cours GP 4.436 4.411 0.57 34.51 161.0 68.4 192.3 300
Lausitzring Automobilsport 4.551 4.534 0.37 31.89 132.9 52.8 164.7 300
Nürburgring GP 5.142 5.148 �0.12 32.58 138.0 59.3 168.5 300
Suzuka GP 5.828 5.807 0.36 33.02 139.2 60.6 169.7 300
Silverstone GP 5.92 5.892 0.46 35.94 143.3 59.8 173.6 300
Le Mans Circuit de la Sarthe 13.626 13.629 �0.02 44.91 201.3 109.9 228.1 300
Nürburgring Nordschleife
(with altitude)

20.56 20.832 1.31 40.82 145.5 75.8 178.9 300

Nürburgring Nordschleife 20.8 20.832 �0.15 39.93 142.7 76.0 176.6 300

Fig. 1. Vehicle velocity as a function of driving path on Silverstone race-circuit.
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discharging power and duration; further strengthening the argu-
ments for a bespoke HP duty-cycle.

2.2. Method one: HP random pulse cycle

The typical process employed within the literature for drive-
cycle design is as follows. A database of driving conditions is
created and subsequently divided into smaller segments (based on
time or stopping segments), often referred to as micro-trips [33].
Concatenating the individual segments together, either through a
random process or via stochastic selection yields the final drive-
cycle. Optimisation methods are often employed to ensure that the
resulting drive-cycle meets the target criteria selected [34].
Common measures where a correlation is required include:
average speed, duration, acceleration, idle time, and speed-
acceleration frequency distribution (SAFD) [35–41]. The selection
of which criteria to employ within the cost-function of the
optimisation process is known to be key. In order to employ the
drive-cycle creation analogy, it is important that target parameters
are selected in accordance with their potential influence on battery
degradation.
2.2.1. HP target criteria
Cells cycled at higher current rates (C-rates) are known to

display reduced cycle life [42,43] which should be reflected in the
target criteria. Preliminary results presented within [44] indicate
that both, charging and discharging pulses, at peak power cause a
higher capacity loss over time than a pulse with the same
cumulative energy but lower magnitude. Pulsed profiles also
appear to cause more capacity fade than a constant current
discharge with the same cumulative discharge energy [45].
Accurate representation of the magnitude and duration of charging
and discharging pulses is therefore deemed to be necessary. As the
anode and cathode degrade under different ageing mechanisms
[13] it is also required to take into account the duration the cell is
being charged and discharged respectively to ensure that this is
equally represented within the derived HP duty-cycle.

To extract information such as power pulse duration and
magnitude from the duty-cycles, the following process was
followed. Each race circuit duty-cycle signal (R tð Þ) was divided
into a set of duty pulses (p tð Þ), defined as the time signal between
two zero crossings. This is similar to the definition of a micro-trip
often employed within drive-cycle construction studies [46]. The
entire database is broken down into a finite number of duty pulses
and expressed as a single set P with k number of duty pulses in the
database.

P ¼ p1 tð Þ; p2 tð Þ; p3 tð Þ; . . . ; pk tð Þf g ð4Þ
Furthermore, the set P is broken down into two subsets, D and C

containing all recorded discharging di tð Þð Þ and charging ci tð Þð Þ
pulses, respectively, where i is the ith pulse contained within in
each set. The conditions for a pulse of duration L to be classified as a
discharging or charging pulse are defined in Eqs. (5) and (6)
respectively.

p tð Þ ¼ d tð Þ; f or
ZL

0

p tð Þdt < 0 ð5Þ

p tð Þ ¼ c tð Þ; f or
ZL

0

p tð Þdt > 0 ð6Þ

As such:

P � D; C ð7Þ



Fig. 2. Data Processing steps to produce individual Duty-cycles: a) Battery Power Demand as recorded for the simulation on Silverstone racing-circuit; b) Determination of
period length using unbiased autocorrelation; c) Normalised power demand profile for individual laps on the Silverstone racing-circuit simulation; d) IEC 62660-1 cycle life
test Profile A.

Table 4
Random pulse cycle target parameters.

No Parameter (z) Description (All power metrics refer to normalised values) Value from database

1 PDC Mean duty-cycle discharge power 57.06%
2 PC Mean duty-cycle charge power 34.95%
3 Pnet Net duty-cycle discharge power 22.02%
4 Pabs Mean duty-cycle absolute power 48.59%
5 kDC % of time on discharge 61.6%
6 kC % of time on charge 38.4%
7 tAvgDC Mean discharge pulse duration 8.3s
8 tmaxDC Maximum discharge pulse duration 23.4s
9 tAvgC Mean charge pulse duration 4.7s
10 tmaxC Maximum charge pulse duration 10.4s
11 T Duration of the cycle 204.8s

232 Q. Kellner et al. / Journal of Energy Storage 15 (2018) 228–244
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D ¼ d1 tð Þ; d2 tð Þ; . . . ; dj tð Þ� � ð8Þ

C ¼ c1 tð Þ; c2 tð Þ; . . . ; cj tð Þ� � ð9Þ
The two subsets D and C can be further arranged into racing-circuit
specific duty pulses as

D ¼ D1[ D2[ . . . DM ð10Þ

C ¼ C1[ C2[ . . . CM ð11Þ
where M (M = 12) is the number of racing-circuit duty-cycles in the
database. Each subset (Dm, and Cm) contains the duty pulses dmi tð Þ
and cmi tð Þ, where m is the index for a specific racing-circuit and i is
the index for a particular duty pulse.

Dm ¼ dm1 tð Þ; dm2 tð Þ; . . . ; dmi tð Þ� � ð12Þ

Cm ¼ cm1 tð Þ; cm2 tð Þ; . . . ; cmi tð Þ� � ð13Þ
The racing-circuits in this study produce a total of 189 charging and
189 discharging pulses.

Based on this knowledge the race circuit driving cycle database
is analysed in terms of the parameters described in Table 4.
Fig. 3. Random pulse cycle (HP-RP
PDC and PC represent the average power sunk or sourced from
the battery system during a duty-cycle. Pnet is the net power
demand that indicates how much power is demanded on average
at every instant. Pabs defines the mean absolute power throughput
describing how much power is either supplied to or demanded
from the battery. kDC represents the fraction of time the battery is
discharging. Conversely, kC is the fraction of time the battery is
charging over the course of a duty-cycle. As the peak power
demand for charging and discharging within this study is vehicle
limited, the peak pulse amplitudes do not require an individual
measure. These target parameters, collectively, describe the
amount of energy supplied to and extracted from the system
and the proportions in which this occurs.

The arithmetic mean and maximum duration of discharge
pulses, tAvgDC and tmaxDC are chosen to represent the shape and
composition of the different discharge pulses. The target parame-
ter for maximum pulse duration (tmaxDC) ensures that a wide range
of pulses are used and therefore the potential effects arising from
prolonged high power demand are not excluded from the duty-
cycle. Finally, the target duration of the duty-cycle (T) defines the
length of one period of the test profile.

2.2.2. HP random pulse cycle
Using the target parameters from Table 4 in conjunction with

the sets D and C it is possible to construct a representative duty-
cycle using a process that extends the research described in
[40,41]. The new method involves randomly selecting pairs of
C) construction methodology.
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discharging and charging pulses and combining them to generate
the complete HP duty-cycle. The resulting cycle is called a “HP
Random Pulse Cycle” (HP-RPC). This process is illustrated in Fig. 3
and described in more detail below.

A uniform random number generator determines an integer
index m with the condition 1 � m � 189 for the sets D and C. The
indexed discharging pulse is selected from the set D followed by
the charging pulse with the same index resulting in a duty-cycle as
described in Eq. (14), where l is the number of generated indices.

R tð ÞCandidate ¼ d1; c1; d2; c2; . . . ; dl; cl½ � ð14Þ
Selecting the charging pulse with the same index as the previous
discharging pulse ensures a realistic sequence of charge and
discharge pulses is created and avoids the occurrence of a short
discharging pulse followed by a long charging pulse, which may
not be possible within a real-world application since it results in a
battery over-charge condition. This stage of the process is repeated
and the pulses are concatenated until the target duration T is
reached or exceeded as shown in Eq. (15). This resulting cycle is
referred to as a candidate cycle.

TCandidate � TTarget ð15Þ
The candidate cycle is subject to an assessment test to assess its
suitability. Each of the eleven assessment parameters from Table 4
(zCandidate) are calculated for the candidate cycle (zCandidate). The
error (dz) is calculated for eachzusing Eq. (16).

dCandidatez ¼ jzCandidate � ztarget
ztarget

j ð16Þ

A cycle passes the assessment test if it fulfils the condition in
Eq. (15) for each target parameter.
Fig. 4. a) amplitude spectra for average zero-mean l
dz� 10%, for all z (17)

In [40,41] a cycle is only accepted as a candidate cycle if each of the
assessment parameters is within a 5% error margin. Within this
study however, a relaxation of the convergence criteria was
required to ensure a candidate-cycle satisfied the criteria within an
acceptable number of iterations. With dz set to 10%, it was found
that 200 iterations of the process were required before suitable
candidate cycles were identified. Conversely, with dz set to 5% more
than 40,000 iterations failed to return an acceptable candidate
cycle. The excessive computational time required with a reduced
error margin was therefore deemed to reduce the usefulness of the
method. It is noteworthy, that a larger database with greater
variation of pulses may return a cycle that matches a more
stringent selection criteria with a reduced number of iterations.

The evaluation process was repeated until 10 cycles were found
that pass the assessment test. The cumulative error (eCandidate) is

calculated as the sum of errors from dCandidatez for a particular
candidate cycle as in Eq. (18), and the cycle with the smallest
(eCandidate) is chosen as the HP-RPC.

eCandidate ¼
X
z

dCandidate
z ð18Þ

2.3. Method two: HP multisine cycle

The second method of drive-cycle creation utilises the periodic
nature of the HP duty-cycles as shown within Fig. 1a. Research
presented within [24] describes a time-frequency domain
swapping algorithm by which a signal is constructed which
matches a user imposed amplitude spectrum ðf f kð Þ) in the
aps; b) inverse CDF for average zero mean laps.
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frequency domain and whose phases are optimised to match a
desired inverse Cumulative Distribution Function (iCDF) (g Pð Þ) in
the time domain.

The amplitude spectrum of a signal x tð Þ describes how much
power the signal contains at the frequency f, and may be obtained
via the Fourier series. The Fourier series of a time-based function
Fig. 5. Overview of Algorithm outcome a) A single period of the zero-mean Multisine Cyc
cumulative distribution function; d) Progression of Power root mean squared error (RM
x tð Þ is defined in (19).

x n=f sð Þ ¼ A0 þ
X1
k¼1

Aksin 2pnf k þ fkð Þ ð19Þ

Ak is the amplitude and ’k is the phase of the kth harmonic, fk is the
frequency at kth harmonic and is fk = kfs/N with fs the sampling
le; b) The amplitude spectrum up to 0.3 Hz; c) Desired, initial and optimised inverse
SE).
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frequency, and N is the number of samples per period. A detailed
discussion into the derivation and use of Fourier Series for signal
analysis is presented within a number of educational text, such as
[47]. By performing a Fourier series, via the Fast Fourier Transform
(FFT) routine for all duty-cycles in the database, the amplitudes
and frequencies of the power demand pulses that a battery would
be most subject to in HP driving are identified. From this, an
amplitude spectrum that is representative of different HP
scenarios within the frequency domain may be found. However,
to produce a test-cycle that is also representative of the same HP
scenarios in the time domain, knowledge of the associated phases
are necessary which are selected via the time-frequency algorithm
to match the desired iCDF

The Cumulative Distribution Function (CDF) for a quantity x that
takes a real value at random is defined in Eq. (20). The right-hand
term describes the probability that the random variable x has a
value less than or equal to B. F Bð Þ is limited by boundaries of 0 and 1
and is non-decreasing.

Fx Bð Þ ¼ P x � B½ �f orB 2 R ð20Þ
Within a battery duty-cycle, if x is the amplitude of the power
profile at a random point, then Fx Bð Þ is the probability that the
amplitude of that operating point is equal to or less than B. For a
profile with N data points the empirical cumulative distribution
function (eCDF) is a step function increasing by 1/n at each data
point. As such the eCDF is a measure for representation in the time
domain, as it contains similar information to the target parameters
associated with the random pulse method (see Table 4), except for
the pulse duration (t). The iCDF is simply the inverse of the eCDF
and is shown in Eq. (21).

g Pð Þ ¼ F�1
x Pð Þ ð21Þ

As discussed within [24], a duty-cycle that matches an amplitude
spectrum and iCDF associated with HP applications is therefore
deemed to be representative within the frequency domain and the
time domain.

2.3.1. Target criteria selection
The two main design criteria for the HP Multisine Cycle method

are the amplitude spectrum and iCDF. The amplitude component
at 0 Hz frequency (the DC component) can be ignored at the
analysis stage and can be accounted for a later stage of the design.
Therefore the mean (averaged over time) of each duty cycle in the
racing circuit database is removed to construct a zero-mean duty-
cycle database.

Fig. 4a) shows the amplitude spectra (in dB1) for each race
circuit duty-cycle from the different racing-circuits presented in
Section 2.1, as well as a function approximating the mean of the 12
duty-cycles. The values of the amplitude spectra lie within a
certain band and all retain a similar shape with a broad spread of
values at low frequencies converging to a narrower spread at
higher frequencies. The mean spectrum lies within the band of
spectra and follows the general shape and thus captures the
characteristic in the frequency domain [25]. The mean amplitude
spectrum here is approximated by a rational function f f kð Þ as
expressed in Eq. (22).

f fk
� � ¼

X
aif

i
k

P
cif

j
k

ð22Þ
1 dB xð Þ ¼ 20log xð Þ.
In this case the function most accurately representing the mean
amplitude spectrum f f kð Þ (obtained by running a MATLAB curve
fitting algorithm) is composed of a 4th order polynomial in the
numerator and 5th order polynomial in the denominator.

Fig. 4b) shows the iCDF for each zero-mean duty-cycle in the
database as well as the mean and a fitted function. The removal of
the DC component results in a shift of the iCDF without influencing
its shape. The functions all lie within a certain band and follow the
same trend in terms of shape. An outlier in the results presented is
the Le Mans racing-circuit (Table 3) duty-cycle. This circuit is
known for long straights associated with extended high-power
discharge pulses and fewer corners relating to fewer braking
opportunities and thus fewer charging pulses. This makes the Le
Mans racing-circuit a more extreme but not improbable scenario
and as such it is not excluded from further analysis. The mean of
the iCDF’s is approximated by a rational function g Pð Þ as shown in
Eq. (23). This forms the desired iCDF for the signal generation
method.

g Pð Þ ¼

X
aiP

i

P
ciP

j
ð23Þ

The function best approaching the mean inverse CDF (g Pð Þ)
contains a 5th order polynomial in the numerator and 4th order
polynomial in the denominator. The parameters for both the mean
amplitude spectrum (Eq. (21)) and iCDF (Eq. (22)) functions are
estimated using the Matlab function fitting toolbox. Out of the
tested functions in Matlab, the rational function with the highest
R2 value and narrowest 95% confidence intervals for the
coefficients was chosen.

2.3.2. HP multisine cycle
The progression of the implemented time-frequency swapping

algorithm is illustrated in Fig. 5. The derivation and explanation of
this algorithm is discussed within [24]. For completeness, a brief
summary of the processing steps is outlined below.

The algorithm starts by generating a single period of a random
phase multisine, which is a series of superimposed sinewaves with
random phases (uniformly distributed between 0 and 2p), as
defined in Eq. (24).

x nð Þ ¼
XF
k¼1

Aksin 2pnf k þ fk

� �
n ¼ 0; 1; . . . ; N � 1 ð24Þ

Again, fk is the frequency at the kth harmonic and is fk= kfs/N
with the sampling frequency fs(assumed to be 10 Hz), N is the
number of samples per period (N = Tfs), where T is the period in
seconds. For this duty-cycle T is set to the HP-RPC target of 204.8s,
which in combination with the 10 Hz sampling rate results in 2048

samples. The amplitudes Ak for frequencies f k ¼ f s
N;

2:f s
N ; . . . ; Fmax are

determined from Eq. (25), where Fmax denotes the highest
frequency of interest.

Ak ¼ f f kð Þ ð25Þ
The function f f kð Þ approximates the mean amplitude spectrum as
described in Eq. (22) and shown in Fig. 4a. It can also be seen in
Fig. 4a that the majority of power in the amplitude spectrum is
contained within the first 0.3 Hz. As such Fmax is set to 0.3 Hz and a
total of F amplitudes are determined for the first F frequencies
where F ¼ Fmax

f 1
. This produces the desired amplitude spectrum

associated with the HP driving applications, as shown in Fig. 5b.
The phases ’k for the F harmonics are initially chosen at random

between 0 and 2p. Though the amplitude spectrum is matched,
the random phases do not produce the desired iCDF (see Fig. 4c) for
the initial random phase multisine signal (see Fig. 5a). The time-
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frequency domain swapping algorithm enforces the desired iCDF
(g Pð Þ) and the desired amplitude spectrum (f f kð Þ) iteratively until a
convergence criterion is met as described below.

The sample values of the initial random phase multisine (xi nð Þ, i
denotes the iteration index) are sorted in ascending order and the
indices of the values original position are recorded (Eq. (26)).

y; f½ � ¼ sort xi nð Þð Þ: ð26Þ
These values of y are the iCDF of xi (the zero-mean HP duty-cycle at
the ith iteration). The position variable (f) serves as a timestamp
indicating at which time in the duty-cycle the value y occurs. It can
be seen in Fig. 5c) that the iCDF differs from the desired mean iCDF
as described Eq. (23) in and shown in Fig. 4b).
Fig. 6. a) Multisine Cycle; b) Random Pulse Cycle; c) Bahrain Racing-cir
To match the desired iCDF, a new duty-cycle yi nð Þð Þ is created by
replacing each value in xi nð Þ with the corresponding value of g Pð Þ
as in Eq. (27). The values for the desired iCDF g Pð Þð Þ are determined
by using Eq. (23) for P ¼ 1

N;
2
N; . . . ; 1.

yi ¼ sort�1 g Pð Þ; fð Þ ð27Þ
Eq. (27) implies that the smallest of the calculated values of g Pð Þ
replaces the smallest value in xi nð Þ, the second smallest value of
g Pð Þ replaces the second smallest value in xi tð Þ, and so forth. This
process is repeated for all y resulting in a new duty-cycle with a
changed amplitude spectrum and phases. The phases of this new
duty-cycle are determined via the Discrete Fourier Transform and
used to generate a new duty-cycle using the desired amplitude
spectrum. This process is repeated, each time using the updated
cuit simulation duty-cycle; d) IEC 62660-1 cycle life test profile A.



Fig. 7. Validation of HP-MSC and HP-RPC against the Bahrain cycle based on HP-RPC and HP-MSC design criteria. a) fraction based criteria; b) time based criteria; c) Deviation
of HP-MSC & HP-RPC from Bahrain cycle based on HP-RPC criteria; d) Amplitude spectra for HP-RPC, HP-MSC and Bahrain; e) iCDF for HP-RPC,HP-MSC and Bahrain.
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phases until a defined convergence between sort xi nð Þð Þ and g Pð Þ is
met.

The convergence criteria chosen in this work is met if the
change in the sum of errors between desired and optimised inverse
CDF is smaller than 10�7.The progression of this is shown in Fig. 5d,
the resulting zero-mean cycle is shown in Fig. 5a. The HP Multisine
Cycle (HP-MSC) is obtained once the mean DC component,
synonymous with Pnet in Table 4 is added. The final HP-MSC



Fig. 8. Direct comparison between HP-RPC, HP-MSC and IECC in terms of a) fraction based criteria; b) time based criteria; c) Deviation of HP-RPC, HP-MSC and IECC from HP-
RPC targets criteria; d) Amplitude spectra for HP-RPC, HP-MSC and IECC; e) iCDF for HP-RPC,HP-MSC and IECC.
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contains instances where peak discharge demands exceed the
�100% limit. This is attributed to the approximation of the mean
iCDF by a function. Instances where the HP-MSC exceeds the
discharging limit are constrained to �100%.
It is noteworthy that at the first instance, the profiles of x nð Þ and
g Pð Þ have different root mean square (RMS) values. For the
algorithm to work it is necessary that the values of xi after the
initial iteration are adjusted to account for this using a correction
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factor (facrms) as described in Eq. (28), and adjusting xi as described
in Eq. (29). The value of this correction factor is dependent on the
frequency bandwidth of choice.

f acrms ¼ rms g Pð Þð Þ
rms x nð Þð Þ ð28Þ

x nð Þ ¼ xi:f acrms ð29Þ

3. Results

To verify the new duty-cycles that represent HP driving
scenarios three different studies were undertaken. Firstly, the
HP-MSC and HP-RPC are validated, using the assessment criteria
for HP-RPC and HP-MSC, against a HP duty-cycle, which was not in
the initial database of 12 race track duty cycles. This new HP duty
cycle is the duty-cycle for the Bahrain International Circuit
(Bahrain) and its generation followed the same methodology as
the database duty-cycles. The modelled racing-circuit length is
5.439 km; which compares to the official length of 5.412 km
resulting in an error of less than 0.5%.

Secondly, the HP-RPC and HP-MSC are compared to the IEC
62660-1 cycle life test profile A [6] (IECC) to further highlight the
differences in these realisation of a HP duty-cycle compared with
traditional and widely accepted test and characterisation cycles.
The power-time traces of HP-RPC, HP-MSC, Bahrain, and IECC are
shown in Fig. 6.

Finally, a thermal simulation study is undertaken for HP-RPC,
HP-MSC, Bahrain, and IECC to estimate cell heating and the average
volumetric temperature profile for a discharge from 100% to 10%
SoC. As identified in the introduction, cell temperature is a main
contributor to battery degradation and as such the self-heating of a
cell during electrical loading should be considered as an
influencing factor when considering cell degradation.

3.1. Validation of HP-MSC and HP-RPC

Fig. 7a and b show the design parameters, described in Table 4,
calculated for HP-RPC, HP-MSC and the Bahrain duty-cycle. Despite
the different methodologies applied to design each duty-cycle, the
calculated parameters for HP-RPC and HP-MSC are very similar.
Compared to the Bahrain cycle, a lower demand for mean
discharge power PDCð Þ and mean charge power PCð Þ may be
observed for both HP-RPC and HP-MSC. In turn, this results in
corresponding lower values for net discharge power Pnetð Þ and
mean absolute power Pabsð Þ. The difference between HP-RPC and
the Bahrain cycle for these parameters range from 12.9% to 19.9%.
Conversely, when comparing the HP-MSC and Bahrain circuit
profile, the differences range from 11.6% to 20.7% respectively (see
Fig. 7c). The percentage of time the battery is subjected to
discharge kDCð Þ and subjected to charge kDCð Þ is similar between all
cycles with differences of less than 8%.

Similar variations can be found for the time-based parameters,
except for the maximum discharge pulse duration tMaxDCð Þ and
Table 5
Thermal simulation results for 20 Ah pouch cells.

Cycle Duration (s) Max. Temperature (�C) Me

HP-RPC 1491 44.0 107
HP-MSC 1530 43.9 106
Bahrain 1280 47.5 135
IECC 3121 30.0 30 
cycle duration (T). Further analysis of the profiles, illustrated in
Fig. 6a–c, reveals that the longest discharge pulse for the HP-RPC is
23.7 s compared to 22.1 s for the HP-MSC and 19.2 s for the Bahrain
Cycle. The difference in peak pulse duration is small, in absolute
terms, but amounts to 23.4% between Bahrain and HP-RPC, and
15.1% between Bahrain and HP-MSC.

Fig. 7d shows the amplitude spectra for the HP-RPC and Bahrain
cycle up to 5 Hz and for the HP-MSC up to the design frequency of
0.3 Hz as presented in Section 2.3.1. The HP-MSC, HP-RPC and
Bahrain cycle amplitude spectra follow the same general trend and
as such all signals carry similar characteristics within the
frequency domain. The flatness in peak power demand repre-
sented by the HP-RPC and Bahrain cycle is not captured in the HP-
MSC. This observation is due to the exclusion of higher frequencies
in the selection of the amplitude spectrum in the HP-MSC
approach. Inclusion of higher frequencies (in the range of 0.3 Hz
to 5 Hz) allows for a flattened peak demand for discharge pulses
but also results in more frequent periods of charging and
discharging. The performance of the HP-MSC against the time-
based parameters in Fig. 7b may be adversely affected by
fluctuations around zero amplitude, causing increased switching
between charging and discharging. The performance of HP-MSC
against target parameters, shown in Fig. 7a, and the cycle duration
(T) remain unaffected by the inclusion of higher frequencies.

The iCDFs for all three cycles are displayed in Fig. 7e. They show
that the discharge power demand for HP-RPC remains at peak
power (P < �0.9) for 20.6% of the cycle duration compared to 16.7%
for the HP-MSC and 29.2% for the Bahrain cycle. The proportion of
power demand for discharging and charging, respectively, is
similar between all cycles, an observation which is synonymous
with the results presented in Fig. 7a–c.

3.2. Comparison between HP cycles and the IEC test standard

To highlight the difference between the realisation of a generic
HP duty-cycle and a traditional automotive testing duty-cycle, HP-
RPC and HP-MSC are compared to the cycle life test profile A (IECC)
defined within the IEC 62660-1. The IECC contains only 8 s of peak
discharging power demand per period compared to the previously
identified 23.7 s for the HP-RPC and 22.1 s for the HP-MSC. In
conjunction with a much longer period, this results in a very low
value for the mean discharge power PDCð Þ of 0.255. As shown in
Fig. 8a, similar observations can be made for mean charge power
PC. As such, the values for net discharge power Pnetð Þand mean
absolute power Pabsð Þ also adopt much lower values for the IECC
compared to the HP profiles. The percentage of time the battery is
on discharge kDCð Þ is comparable between the HP cycles and
standardised cycle. However, as the IECC contains resting periods
at zero power demand and the HP profiles do not, their respective
values for percentage of time the battery is on charge kCð Þ do not
correlate.

The maximum and mean pulse duration for charging and
discharging is shown in Fig. 8b and highlights further large
differences. Although tAvgDC and tMaxDC indicate much longer
an volumetric heat generation (kWm�3) Mean heat generation (W)

 28.3
 27.9
 35.5

7.9



Fig. 9. a) Average cell temperature in degC during cycling from 100% � 10% SoC for a 20 Ah LFP cell; b) Cell heat generation for HP-RPC; c) Cell heat generation for HP-MSC; d)
Cell heat generation for Bahrain; e) Cell heat generation for IECC.
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individual discharging pulses for the IECC, the amplitude of the
pulses is up to 70% lower and as such would result in much lower
instantaneous heat generation. Assessing the deviation of HP-RPC,
HP-MSC and IECC from the HP-RPC design targets as illustrated in
Fig. 8c, reveals that the smallest deviation of the IECC from HP
targets can be found for tMaxC at a value of 25.3% (except for kDC).
Conversely, the largest deviation is for tAvgDC at a value of 410%.

As expected from a visual inspection of the cycles in Fig. 6, and
the discrepancies between the different duty-cycles (HP-RPC, HP-
MSC, and the IECC) shown in Fig. 8a–c, the amplitude spectra of
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HP-RPC, HP-MSC and IECC (Fig. 8d) follow separate trends and as
such the IECC is deemed not to be representative of HP driving
scenarios within the frequency domain. Similarly, for the iCDFs in
Fig. 8e, there is no identifiable correlation between these three
cycles.

3.3. Thermal simulation study

To further illustrate the discrepancies between the IECC and HP
duty-cycles, defined as part of this work and also to further
highlight the correlation between the HP-RPC, HP-MSC and
Bahrain cycle, a thermal simulation was undertaken to estimate
the value of self-heating during a discharge from 100% to 10% SOC
for each of the cycles.

A coupled 1D electrochemical-thermal model, developed
through a complementary research activity within the University,
was employed. The commercial software Comsol Multiphysics was
employed for the numerical simulation. The validated thermal
model was developed for a 20 Ah pouch cell, where the anode is
made of graphite and the cathode material is lithium-iron-
phosphate (LFP). The model has been validated at different C-
rates, 0.5C, 1C, 3C, 5C and 10C under 20 �C ambient temperature. A
complete discussion into the derivation of the model is presented
within [48] and will not be repeated here.

During this simulation study, the maximum C-rate for charging
was limited to 3C to comply with the manufacturer’s specification
for the cell. The maximum C-Rate for discharge was set at 8C, a
value that resides within the validated range of the model. The
ambient temperature of the simulation was set to 20 �C, and the
heat transfer coefficient from the cell surface to the surroundings
was defined as 10 Wm�2K�1 to emulate natural convection.

The results from this study are tabulated in Table 5 and
presented in Fig. 9. The terms temperature and heat generation
refer to the average volumetric temperature and average
volumetric heat generation respectively within the cell.

Fig. 9a shows the volume average cell temperature for all four
use cases. For HP cycles the maximum temperature is reached at
the end of discharge. This translates to 1280s for the Bahrain cycle,
1491s for HP-RPC, and 1530 for HP-MSC and ranges from 43.9 �C to
47.5 �C. As the Bahrain cycle is more aggressive, as shown by Fig. 7a,
than HP-RPC and HP-MSC respectively, the end of electrical loading
is reached within a shorter time. In contrast, a cell undergoing the
IECC schedule requires more than twice the time for the energy
discharge to occur and reaches a peak temperature of only 30.0 �C.

The average cell volume heat generation for all four cycles is
displayed in Fig. 9b–e. As expected the three HP cycles show a good
correlation to each other. The highest recorded instance of heat
generation is similar between all cycles to within 3%. However, the
mean heat generation for the duration of the cycles varies
significantly, with Bahrain displaying the highest heat generation
term of 135 kW.m�3. The mean heat generation for the IECC is of a
lower order of magnitude at 30 kW.m�3 resulting in a much lower
temperature rise through electrical loading.

4. Discussion

4.1. Design of the HP duty-cycles

Two methods to design HP battery duty-cycles for cycle life and
performance evaluation have been derived. The HP-RPC method
extends a well-established technique from the literature for drive-
cycle construction [40,41] by randomly selecting alternating
charging and discharging power pulses. The target criteria that
forms the cost function for cycle evaluation can be assessed to
reflect the engineering challenge under investigation. Further, the
relative error margins between each candidate cycle and the
criteria can be selected by the engineer to optimise the inherent
trade-off between computation time and cycle accuracy. For this
research the error was set to 10% for each target criterion.

The second method evaluated for HP cycle definition follows a
frequency-time swapping algorithm [24] to generate a cycle that
matches a user defined amplitude spectrum and an inverse CDF.
Both functions can be chosen by the design engineer, following the
general criteria presented in Section 2.3.1. The choice of amplitude
spectrum and CDF in this work are based on the mean of the
spectra and CDFs within the HP duty-cycle database, representing
different international race circuits. It has been shown that the HP-
MSC method can be tuned to match the same targets as the HP-RPC
by adaption of the iCDF. An advantage of this method is the
relatively small amount of data required to generate a duty-cycle,
as only the two design target functions are required, in contrast to
an entire database of duty pulses.

4.2. Validation of the HP duty-cycles for the Bahrain international
circuit

Validation of the cycles has shown a good degree of correlation
between HP-RPC, HP-MSC and a cycle chosen at random from the
database representing the Bahrain International Circuit. Although
some differences such as power demand and time spent at peak
have been observed, the results presented in Section 3.1 clearly
show that the HP-MSC and HP-RPC offer a good approximation for
this particular HP scenario with the average error between HP-RPC
and HP-MSC compared with the Bahrain cycle of 14.0%, and 12.8%
respectively. The amplitude spectra of all cycles follow a similar
shape highlighting the similarity between the profiles. The iCDFs
show clearly that the Bahrain cycle is more aggressive and
demanding than the generic cycles. To cater for more demanding
cycles, the database for HP-RPC may be expanded with further
aggressive duty-cycles. For the HP-MSC generation method, an
adjustment of the desired iCDF would be sufficient to tune the
nature of the cycle to better represent this facet of the target HP
duty-case.

Power demand and energy throughput for the Bahrain cycle are
higher, but the longest pulse at peak power is smaller than that
from the HP-RPC and HP-MSC. As shown in Fig. 9, this results in
higher heat generation during electrical loading for the Bahrain
cycle. The largest discrepancy between the cycles is the period (T)
with a 34.8% deviation for HP-RPC and 28.5% deviation for HP-MSC.
Arguably due to the repetitiveness of the pulses the shorter period
of the Bahrain cycle by itself may be of lower significance to the
profile as combined effects of tMaxDC, tMaxC and T are indirectly
captured in the parameters PDC, PC, Pnet and Pabs. The Bahrain cycle
is only one particular scenario falling within the band of HP cycles,
and as such, both HP-MSC and HP-RPC are deemed satisfactory to
represent a typical HP cycle.

4.3. Comparison of the HP duty-cycles against standard test and
characterisation cycles

The subsequent comparison of the HP scenarios with stand-
ardised tests shows large discrepancies between the cycles based
on the HP-RPC and HP-MSC design criteria. This was confirmed by
the thermal simulation study which showed much smaller peak
temperatures and self-heating effects for the IECC compared to the
HP cycles. As such, it can be concluded that there is too little
commonality between the standard IECC and HP duty-cycles to
warrant representation of the latter by the former.
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5. Further work

The results presented within this paper have focused on the
creation and application of a representative duty-cycle that may be
employed to evaluate the integration of energy storage technology
within a high-performance vehicle. The authors plan to extend the
research presented within this work by conducting experimental
tests investigating the thermal behavior of cells undergoing HP
duty cycling and the rate and nature of degradation over prolonged
HP use.

The methodologies presented are not limited to high-perfor-
mance vehicles but provide a step by step guide for engineers and
researchers to develop their own duty cycles for other industrial
applications where standard testing procedures are not represen-
tative of real use. As discussed within a number studies [49,50], a
representative duty-cycle underpins a range of engineering
functions such as the component sizing; energy management;
simulation and testing of the complete vehicle powertrain and key
subsystems. As a result, the two methodologies presented are
highly transferable to a number of different sectors that are
investigating opportunities for electrification and the integration
of battery systems. These include the electrification of marine and
aerospace systems [51], either for more energy efficiency
propulsion or because of the inclusion of more electrically
powered ancillaries; in addition to the hybridization of off-
highway or construction vehicles [52,53], where the diverse usage
patterns prohibit the creation of a generic drive-cycle such as the
NEDC or US06 that are common within the road transport sector.

The complete dataset of driving cycles and developed duty
cycles is available from [54].

6. Conclusions

It may be concluded that both duty cycle construction methods
presented within this research are suitable for the design of duty-
cycles for battery performance evaluation within HP driving
applications. Simulation results highlight that the new HP duty-
cycles provide a more representative duty-cycle compared to
traditional battery test standards. For high-performance vehicles,
the ability to more accurately predict the performance require-
ments for the battery system within this emerging and strategi-
cally important emerging BEV sector will further support a range of
engineering functions, such as the ability to optimise the energy
capacity and power capability of the battery pack and to select and
design the most appropriate thermal management strategy,
further reducing system cost while concurrently increasing energy
and power density. In addition, the ability to more accurately
define the use-case for a HP-BEV will underpin ongoing
experimentation and mathematical modelling to quantify the
associated cell ageing and degradation that may occur within HP
vehicle applications.
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